What is a Flip Book – Magazine - Brochure
A major cause of stir in today’s world of Internet and computer technology is the socalled “flip book software”. This software has become increasingly popular as more
people discover and avail of its remarkable benefits. This works by converting regular PDF
files to revolutionary flip books that enhances your reading experience. It also has several
features that will surely give you optimal benefits.
Flip book software is a ground-breaking technology aimed to digital publication. This is
the software utilized by our site to create the effect of turning or “flipping” the pages of
your digital book or document as if it were physically real. These digital books are widely
known in various names such as flip books, flash books, page flip or flip page, turn page,
and many more.
Although they may be called in various names, one thing is common about them. That is,
the sophistication of being able to provide readers a fresh and impressive way of reading
books, documents or magazines. However, without our flip page software, there would be
no popular flip books.
To turn a PDF file to innovative flip page application, our software will use a macromedia
platform called Adobe Flash to make it a digital document. This means that our flip
application will require an Adobe Flash Player for it to work in your browser window.
Flipping books actually began year 2002 when Tony Hogqvist of the company Perfect
Fools, combined several effects in Flash to create a page “curl” effect. This portrays an
appearance that the digital image curled up when the page was turned. More flip book
software was introduced in the market and today, they are able to mimic the real effect of
flipping pages.
What is the best thing about our software is that it can create flipping books in a matter
of minutes. If you want to make flip books for your website or your company’s website,
all you need is the PDF file of the document you want to flip, upload it in our site and wait
only for few minutes processing. You don’t need to download anything and guaranteed
that there are no complicated steps. In fact, the process of turning pages is very simple
only if you register at our site to get access to our page turning software.
Apart from creating a “turning-page” experience, our flip page software offers multiple
features that a regular PDF e-book file does not have. Yes, you can do a text search in
your PDF book, but you cannot add internal and external links just like what you can do if
you get our flip book. You can even customize the appearance of your page flip so it will
match the theme of your site.

Several entrepreneurs are already using our pioneering technology on their websites. If
you want to gain more customers and increase your profits, make use of our page turning
software to entice your customers with virtually attractive images of your books,
company brochures, as well as magazines that they can actually flip.
You can even download your flipped book application so you can use it in other ways.
Instead of printing them in thousands of pieces of papers, you will only need our software
to turn your books into digital pages. That way, you will be saving more money, and you
will be one step closer to saving the mother earth.
So, go ahead and use our flip book software to turn your dull-looking files into digitalenhanced application!

